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Mainstays Mission Wood Arm Futon will be a perfect choice for you if you want to save space and money. This futon frame along with its elegant wooden arms is the perfect and easy alternative to a pull-out couch. Unlike the couch, this futon flaps down in a matter of seconds to turn into a comfortable full sized bed. This futon allows you to save floor space during the day and sleep peacefully at night. Features of this Mission-style futon include a 6” quilted mattress, solid wood arms and a black wire-mesh frame. The mattress is filled with a polyester/cotton blend, while the exterior cover is made of polyester for easy care. Finished in walnut and constructed of wood from sustainably managed forests, this beautiful piece will blend well with many types of home decor.

**Mainstays Mission Wood Arm Futon, Walnut:**
- Forest Stewardship Council certified; wood from sustainably managed forests
- Walnut futon includes a 6” quilted mattress
- Polyester/cotton mattress interior; polyester cover
- Converts instantly to a full-size bed
- Solid wood arms
- Black wire-mesh frame
Important Information

Call us at: 1-800-267-1739
Monday - Friday
7:00 am - 8:00 pm
9:00 am - 5:00 pm
(Central Time)

Visit our website:
www.dhpfurniture.com

FAX:
1-636-745-1005
available 24 hours a day, 7
days a week

Write to:
DHP
P.O. Box 346
Wright City, MO 63390
Attention: Service Dept. USA
About the Product

Warning

- This futon has been designed for seating and as an alternate sleep product for up to two (2) average adults. To prevent injury and damage to this unit, PROHIBIT jumping on the seat and back.
- This product is designed for use and not intended for commercial use.
- KEEP FINGER CLEAR FOR THE MECHANISM (changing from seat and bed) when opening or closing the futon. Lift the futon seat from the front to open. Pull up the back of the futon front the rear to close.
- WARNING FOR YOUNG CHILDREN – This product contains small components. Please ensure that they are kept away from small children. Children under the age of 5, small infants and babies must not sleep on the futon mattress for safety reasons.
- Recommended number of people needed for assembly 1, (however it is always better to have an extra hand.) Estimated assembly time is 1.5 hour.
- THIS INSTRUCTION BOOKLET CONTAINS IMPORTANT SAFETY INFORMATION. PLEASE READ AND KEEP FOR FUTURE REFERENCE.

Product’s Part Malfunction

DO NOT RETURN PRODUCT TO THE STORE

- Individual stores do not stock parts.
- If a part is missing or damaged, call our toll-free customer service line. We will gladly ship your replacement parts FREE of charge.

Need Parts or Assistance? 1-800-267-1739 or access our website: www.dhpfurniture.com. For prompt, reliable service; please have your assembly manual ready.

Read Before Beginning Assembly

- Read each step carefully. It is very important that each step of instruction is performed in the correct order. If these steps are not followed in sequence, assembly difficulties will occur.
- Make sure all parts are included. Most parts are labeled or stamped on the raw edge.
- Work in spacious area, preferably on a carpet, near the place the unit will be used.
- Do not use power tools to assemble your furniture. Power tools may strip or damage the parts.
- You will need a Phillips head screwdriver to assembly this product.

Helpful Hints

- Call our toll free number if you need assistance.
- Move your new furniture carefully, with two people life and carry the unit to a new location.
- New push, drag or pull your furniture (especially on carpet).
- Your DHP furniture can be disassembled and reassembled to move.
Additional parts are available for a nominal fee.

Warranty Information

- DHP warrants this product to be free from defects in material and workmanship and agrees to remedy any such defect. This warranty covers one year from the date of original purchase. This is solely limited to the repair or replacement of defective parts and no assembly labor is included.
- This warranty does not apply to any product which has been improperly assembled, subjected to misuse or abuse or which has been altered or repaired in any way. Liability for consequential damages is excluded to the extent exclusion is permitted by law. This warranty gives you specific legal rights and you may also have other rights which vary from state to state.
- To obtain warranty service, purchaser must present original bill of sale. Components repaired or replaced are warranted through the remainder of the original warranty period only. The defective components will be repaired or replaced without charge, subject to the terms and conditions described in the product instruction manual.

For help with assembly, contact us:
Call us at: 1-800-267-1739 (Monday to Friday, from 8:00 am to 5:00 pm Central)
FAX: 1-636-745-1005 (We are available 24 hours a day, 7 days a week)
Visit our website: www.dhpfurniture.com
Write to: DHP 410 E. First Street South Wright City, MO 63390 USA
Parts of Futon

- Back deck
- Slat
- Seat deck
- Cross Rail (stretcher)
- Left Arm (sitting)
- Right Arm (sitting)
Parts

Futon Body and Sides

PLEASE NOTE: Color variation of WOOD ARMS is part of the natural beauty of this product. To ensure the lasting beauty of your futon, please use furniture polish on all wood surfaces.

MODEL NUMBER & DATE OF MANUFACTURE

WOOD ARM STYLE MAY VARY

LEFT MECHANISM

T601700
QTY: 1

BENT

FLAT

"L"

RIGHT MECHANISM

T601710
QTY: 1

BENT

FLAT

"R"
Small Parts

- **LEG**
  - T601690
  - QTY: 2

- **FRAME CONNECTOR**
  - T601730
  - QTY: 4

- **STRETCHER**
  - T601720
  - QTY: 4

- **LEFT BRACE**
  - T601670
  - QTY: 1

- **RIGHT BRACE**
  - T601680
  - QTY: 1
Screws, Nuts and Bolts

1. BOLT 5/16 x 3 1/8" T128040 QTY: 12
2. BOLT 1/4 x 1 1/2" T126690 QTY: 8
3. BOLT 1/4 x 1 3/8" T126700 QTY: 4
4. BOLT 1/4 x 3/4" T126910 QTY: 4

5. NUT 1/4" T154200 QTY: 16
6. NUT 5/16" T154190 QTY: 12

7. SCREW #8 X 9/16" T113600 QTY: 8
8. SCREW #10 X 5/8" T113610 QTY: 4

9. MATTRESS RETAINER T601760 QTY: 2
10. HOOK T390540 QTY: 3
11. PAD T390550 QTY: 4
Tools

- HEX KEY SMALL
  T290110
  QTY: 1

- WRENCH
  T129010
  QTY: 1
Step by Step Procedures
Procedures

Step 1
Attach the LEFT and RIGHT NECHANISMS (L & R) to the LEFT and RIGHT BRACES (B & C) with the BOLTS (4) and the NUTS (5) as shown.

Step 2
Attach the LEFT BRACE (B) to the ARM (A) with the BOLTS (1), SCREWS (8) and NUTS (6) as shown. Repeat this step to assemble the RIGHT BRACE (C) onto the remaining ARM (A) as shown below.
Step 3
Attach the LEGS (D) to the STRETCHER (G) with the BOLTS (3) and NUTS (5) as shown below. Attach the STRETCHERS (G) to the ARMS (A) with the BOLTS (1) and NUTS (6) as shown below. Attach PADS (11) to the STRETCHERS (G) in the locations shown.

Step 4
Pair the SEAT/BACKS (J & K) together using the FRAME CONNECTOR (H) and SCREWS (7) as shown below. Make sure that the wire mesh of both MESH PANELS is on the same side and face down.
Procedures

Step 5
Attach one of the pre-assemble SEAT/BACK FRAMES from Step 4 to the LEFT and RIGHT MECHANISMS (L & R) using the BOLTS (2) and NUTS (5) as shown. Finger tighten the BOLTS and NUTS in this step, until all four BOLTS and NUTS are in place, then use the HEX KEY (12) and WRENCH (14) to tighten.

Step 6
Attach the remaining pre-assembled SEAT/BACK FRAME to the LEFT and RIGHT MECHANISMS (L & R) with the BOLTS (2) and NUTS (5) as shown. Finger tighten the BOLTS and NUTS in this step, until all four BOLTS and NUTS are in place, then use the HEX KEY (12) and WRENCH (14) to tighten.

Step 7
Place the HOOK (10) into the futon as details below. Insert the MATTRESS RETAINERS (9) into place as shown in details below.
Caution While Using Futon

Weight Limits:

600 Lbs
272 Kgs
Caution

This unit is intended for use only with the products and maximum weight limits indicated. Exceeding this maximum weight may result in product instability, causing possible injury and damage to product.

ATTENTION!
- Your mattress has been compressed in an effort to help the environment by reducing packaging and minimizing waste. For optimal results, remove mattress from packaging and lay mattress flat for 24 hours.
- Clean the seat and back of the futon with a soft cloth. DO NOT Use harsh chemicals or abrasive cleaners.
- Move your new furniture carefully with two people. Lift and carry the unit. Never push or drag the unit.
- Do not allow children to climb or play on the unit. Failure to comply could result in severe injury.
- That’s it! You’ve finished assembling your Futon.
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